Superior Court of California
County of Los Angeles

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADR)
INFORMATION PACKET

The person who files a civil lawsuit (plaintiff) must include the ADR information
Packet with the complaint when serving the defendant. Cross‐complainants must
serve the ADR Information Packet on any new parties named to the action
together with the cross‐complaint.
There are a number of ways to resolve civil disputes without having to sue
someone. These alternatives to a lawsuit are known as alternative dispute
resolution (ADR).
In ADR, trained, impartial persons decide disputes or help parties decide disputes
themselves. These persons are called neutrals. For example, in mediations, the
neutral is the mediator. Neutrals normally are chosen by the disputing parties or by
the court. Neutrals can help resolve disputes without having to go to court.
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Advantages of ADR
 Often faster than going to trial
 Often less expensive, saving the litigants court costs, attorney’s fees and expert fees.
 May permit more participation, allowing parties to have more control over the outcome.
 Allows for flexibility in choice of ADR processes and resolution of the dispute.
 Fosters cooperation by allowing parties to work together with the neutral to resolve the dispute and
mutually agree to remedy.
 There are fewer, if any, court appearances. Because ADR can be faster and save money, it can reduce
stress.
Disadvantages of ADR ‐ ADR may not be suitable for every dispute.
 If ADR is binding, the parties normally give up most court protections, including a decision by a judge or
jury under formal rules of evidence and procedure, and review for legal error by an appellate court.
 ADR may not be effective if it takes place before the parties have sufficient information to resolve the
dispute.
 The neutral may charge a fee for his or her services.
 If the dispute is not resolved through ADR, the parties may then have to face the usual and traditional
costs of trial, such as attorney’s fees and expert fees.

The Most Common Types of ADR


Mediation
In mediation, a neutral (the mediator) assists the parties in reaching a mutually acceptable resolution
of their dispute. Unlike lawsuits or some other types of ADR, the parties, rather than the mediator,
decide how the dispute is to be resolved.


Mediation is particularly effective when the parties have a continuing relationship, like
neighbors or business people. Mediation is also very effective where personal feelings are
getting in the way of a resolution. This is because mediation normally gives the parties a chance
to express their feelings and find out how the other sees things.



Mediation may not be effective when one party is unwilling to cooperate or compromise or
when one of the parties has a significant advantage in power over the other. Therefore, it may
not be a good choice if the parties have a history of abuse or victimization.
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Arbitration
In arbitration, a neutral person called an “arbitrator” hears arguments and evidence from each
side and then decides the outcome of the dispute. Arbitration is typically less formal than a
trial, and the rules of evidence may be relaxed. Arbitration may be either “binding” or “non‐
binding.” Binding arbitration means the parties waive their right to a trial and agree to accept
the arbitrator’s decision as final. Non‐binding arbitration means that the parties are free to
request a trial if they reject the arbitrator’s decision.
Arbitration is best for cases where the parties want another person to decide the outcome of
their dispute for them but would like to avoid the formality, time, and expense of a trial. It may
also be appropriate for complex matters where the parties want a decision‐maker who has
training or experience in the subject matter of the dispute.



Mandatory Settlement Conference (MSC)
Settlement Conferences are appropriate in any case where settlement is an option.
Mandatory Settlement Conferences are ordered by the Court and are often held near the date
a case is set for trial. The parties and their attorneys meet with a judge who devotes his or her
time exclusively to preside over the MSC. The judge does not make a decision in the case but
assists the parties in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the case and in negotiating a
settlement.
The Los Angeles Superior Court Mandatory Settlement Conference (MSC) program is free of
charge and staffed by experienced sitting civil judges who devote their time exclusively to
presiding over MSCs. The judges participating in the judicial MSC program and their locations
are identified in the List of Settlement Officers found on the Los Angeles Superior Court website
at http://www.lacourt.org/. This program is available in general jurisdiction cases with
represented parties from independent calendar (IC) and Central Civil West (CCW) courtrooms.
In addition, on an ad hoc basis, personal injury cases may be referred to the program on the
eve of trial by the personal injury master calendar courts in the Stanley Mosk Courthouse or the
asbestos calendar court in CCW.
In order to access the Los Angeles Superior Court MSC Program the judge in the IC courtroom,
the CCW Courtroom or the personal injury master calendar courtroom must refer the parties to
the program. Further, all parties must complete the information requested in the Settlement
Conference Intake Form and email the completed form to mscdept18@lacourt.org.
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Additional Information
To locate a dispute resolution program or neutral in your community:




Contact the California Department of Consumer Affairs (www.dca.ca.gov) Consumer Information
Center toll free at 800‐952‐5210, or;
Contact the local bar association (http://www.lacba.org/) or;
Look in a telephone directory or search online for “mediators; or “arbitrators.”

There may be a charge for services provided by private arbitrators and mediators.

A list of approved State Bar Approved Mandatory Fee Arbitration programs is available at
http://calbar.ca.gov/Attorneys/MemberServices/FeeArbitration/ApprovedPrograms.aspx#19

To request information about, or assistance with, dispute resolution, call the number listed below. Or you may
call a Contract Provider agency directly. A list of current Contract Provider agencies in Los Angeles County is
available at the link below.
http://css.lacounty.gov/programs/dispute‐resolution‐program‐drp/

County of Los Angeles Dispute Resolution Program
3175 West 6th Street, Room 406
Los Angeles, CA 90020‐1798
TEL: (213) 738‐2621
FAX: (213) 386‐3995
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